Emoticons

COLLECTED BY D.A. CLEMENTS

Asian Emoticons

(^_^) Laughing (???)/ Joyful
(>_<_>) Troubled (??;) Surprised
(^_.-;) Troubled (#^.^#) Shy
(ToT) Crying ("^"^") Infatuation
m(__)m Apologising (??;) Worried
(^.^;) Shy ("^?^") Joyful
(???) Grinning ("^?") Laughing

Emoticons = Emotional Icons

:-) Smile or Happy
:-( Frown or Sad
:-) Winking
:-D Laughter
:-C Very, very sad
D:- Annoyed, shocked or scared
=8-o Omagosh!

:-p "Raspberry" or 'tongue in cheek'
:-S Confused
:-/ Doubtful or confused
:-| Blank
O:O_O Surprised or shocked

Sideways